JoeScan History
The JoeScan story is a classic example of an innovator applying ingenuity and technology to improve an existing product. Joey Nelson founded JoeScan in 1999 with one idea in mind: Design and create non-contact 3-D laser scanners using open industry standards – precision products that anyone could operate easily right off the shelf.

What Is the Benefit of 3-D Scanning?
Real-time 3-D scanning technology is transforming product inspections, process control and optimization decisions. In-line 3-D scanning enables real-time product measurement, which quickly identifies manufacturing problems. It also delivers automated sorting and processing that would be impossible with existing machine-vision solutions. 3-D scanning lets automated systems do what used to require the judgment of a skilled technician – with superior accuracy and greater consistency. For these reasons, industries are rapidly adopting 3-D scanning technology.

Applications
JoeScan got its start in the sawmill industry, but we've found a growing interest in our simple, rugged scanning products coming from a variety of markets. JoeScan offers a range of scanners for use across multiple industries: tire inspection, railway inspection, roadway inspection, extruded plastic and rubber, automotive, aerospace, electronics manufacturing, food processing and stand-alone quality control. With thousands of sensors already operating in harsh industrial environments, JoeScan provides proven scanning technology that delivers maximum performance – and return on investment.
Company Profile

Products
Real-world problems are complex. At JoeScan, we believe the best way to solve complex problems is with simplicity. That’s why we’ve optimized our 3-D scan heads for simplicity and reliability – they’re straightforward to install, easy to use, built tough for maximum reliability, and priced to make scanning affordable for any application.

JoeScan’s latest line of 3-D scanners, the JS-25 series, includes five models:

- JS-25 MX (mid-range)
- JS-25 WX (wide angle)
- JS-25 X1 (extended range)
- JS-25 X2 (dual laser)
- JS-25 X3 (triple laser)

In some cases, JoeScan can build custom scan heads if a customer requires a solution outside of our standard product offerings.

Customer Commitment
At JoeScan, customer commitment goes beyond having exceptional products. We take pride in providing world-class support to customers during every phase of their 3-D scanning programs. From initial analysis to installation to maintenance, we’re available for support. We back this commitment in writing with an industry-leading 5-year warranty.

Don’t Just Take Our Word for It
Our commitment to customers is reflected in what they say about our products and company culture:

“JoeScan scanners are reliable, stable and have a long life.”

“JoeScan is the kind of company that helps you figure out any question or issue you ever have.”

“The simplicity of JoeScan’s products makes them worth their weight in gold.”

Discover the JoeScan difference for yourself.